A thorough analysis is presented of the hadronic transverse energy produced in association with W +-and Z ~ weak bosons at p/~ colliders. The complete rapidity and transverse energy distributions are derived, including the perturbative annihilation and Compton terms and the resummation of soft gluons. The first non leading corrections to the corresponding Sudakov exponent are included in full and their effects are discussed. To make contact with the actual data a number of non perturbative inputs is also necessary. We extract this information from minimum bias measurements. A detailed comparison of the resulting theoretical predictions with the available experimental data is finally presented.
Introduction
In the last few years the QCD description of lepton pair production in hadron-hadron collisions has been further developed in connection with W and Z ~ production experiments [1] . A complete treatment of the lepton pair transverse momentum (qr) dependence has been given [2] which includes the whole body of the available theoretical information [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The resulting ~'r and rapidity (y) double distribution correctly reproduces the perturbative behaviour at large qr [3] and incorporates the soft gluon exponentiation at leading [4] and next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy [5, 6] . Upon integration over qr the known perturbative results [7] for the total cross section and the rapidity distribution da/dy are exactly recovered (including the terms of order cq which give rise to the "Kfactor"). The phenomenological implications for W/Z ~ production at the CERN p/5 Collider and for the physics at future multi-TeV Colliders have been discussed in detail in [8] . Also, by comparison with the ISR data, it was shown [9] that the considerable spread of * Work supported in part by the "Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione" ** On leave of absence from INFN, Sezione di Roma the qT distribution in going from ISR to Collider energies is remarkably well reproduced without need of introducing any appreciable amount of intrinsic qT or other similar non perturbative parameters.
In the present paper we extend the previous analysis by considering the transverse energy (E~) distribution of the hadrons produced in association with the lepton pair. A direct comparison with the actual data is more difficult in this case. In fact, by perturbative QCD one can only predict the E T distribution at the patton level (radiation from initial partons). But the contribution of the proton-antiproton debris and of the final parton hadronization products is substantially more important for E T than for qT distributions and can only be taken into account by a purely phenomenological description. In spite of this not only the study of E r distributions is important per se but it also leads to interesting results in connection with the available data.
We improve over the existing analysis [10-11] of this problem on several aspects. We work out the complete y and E T double distribution including finite terms from both q-el annihilation and ~q)-g Compton scattering. The complete non leading corrections [5] to the soft gluon exponent are also included and their effect is discussed in detail. We study the sensitivity of the results to the value of ~s and to small changes in the Sudakov exponent. We display the energy dependence of the E r distribution from Collider to Tevatron energies. Some approximate distributions (perturbative, leading double logarithmic) are compared to our results and their limitations are made evident. Some subtle points related to the positive definite sign of E T which in intermediate stages leads to integrals which are complex numbers are brought up and clarified. Finally, we discuss the comparison of theory and experiment.
Analytic Results
At order cq the perturbative E r and qr distributions are identical. Schematically, for the qr term the perturba- 37O tive ET distribution at order as is of the form:
2C + (E~T)+ + 2ET Y(E~.).
( 1) where a o is the lowest order cross section and A, B and C are of order a s and independent ofE r in the limit of a fixed coupling as. Y(EZT), also of order as, is a regular function of E T at E w = O. The definition of the "plus" distribution is with respect to the kinematic upper limit of the E r integration AT AT 
9(x)f +(x)dx= ~ (9(x)-9(O))f(x)dx

A T = (ET)MA x 4Sch2y
The total cross section is given by
a = ao(1 + A) + ~ y(EE)dE 2. (4) o
Note that the integral of the B and C terms over the whole E T range vanishes because of (2). These terms become large when ET << Q and have to be resummed to all orders. The related exponentiation proceeds according to:
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Note that two consequences of Erl > 0 are that the integrals over ETi in (5) are complex numbers and that the upper limit of integration A T can be replaced with any number not smaller than ET without affecting the final result for 1/aoda/dEr in (5). These are important differences with respect to the qr case. The final result is of the form:
where S(b) can be read from (5).
Following this general outline we now consider the different contributions to the ET, y double distribution.
The emphasis will be on those aspects which are specific of the E T distribution and new. Starting from (42), (43) where Q and y are the W/Z ~ (or lepton pair) mass and rapidity, respectively, and Xq, Yq are the singular and non singular parts, respectively, of the ET distribution. Xq and Yq are specified in (42) and (63) 
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Note that the H,, 2 | terms cannot be directly reabsorbed into the quark densities by a change of scale because the final scale would be complex. Rather we proceed as follows. After exponentiation the
